Grand tour m2

The programme focuses on conducting reviews of various models of car, new models and
vintage classics, as well as tackling motoring-styled challenges and races, and features the use
of studio segments between pre-recorded films. The following is a list of episodes, listed in
order of their original air date, along with information regarding featured cars that were
reviewed and the main feature of the episode; for the second series only, the list also includes
the celebrity guests who appeared on the programme. The Grand Tour conducted its studio
segments via a travelling tent for the first series only, information pertaining its location is
briefly described within the first sentence of the short summary for each listed episode of the
respective series. The fourth series premiered on 13 December With the exception of the
two-part special for the first series, each episode featured studio segments filmed within a
makeshift tent lot hosted across various foreign locales - two of these sites were each used for
two separate but consecutive episodes. Although the series featured celebrities, most appeared
in a minor capacity while others were mentioned or involved a look-alike - these appearances
mainly were for a running gag involving them heading to meet the presenters in their tent for an
interview, only to "die" in a freak accident. The group begin at the Palio di Siena horse race,
exploring art in Florence, racing each other at the Mugello Circuit , visiting the Lamborghini
Museum and Piazza dei Signori, Vicenza , and finish off their tour in the city of Venice.
Meanwhile Hammond and May fulfil a bet from the first episode during their hypercar reviews,
by destroying Clarkson's old home in Chadlington , Oxfordshire, as part of the wager their
colleague lost. After the first series, the programme's studio segments were permanently filmed
within the Cotswolds. In addition, celebrities were more fully involved in the programme than
the minor appearance they had in the previous series, taking part for a special segment used in
this only involving head-to-head timed laps between two guests in each episode, with the
exception of the final episode which was a special. The presenters head to Switzerland to
compare a supercar of the past, present and future to see which is best â€” Clarkson represents
the past with a petrol powered Lamborghini Aventador S , May represents the present with a
hybrid powered Honda NSX , and Hammond represents the future with an all-electric powered
Rimac Concept One â€” taking them on a journey across the Swiss Alps , where they check out
museums, conduct a drag race, and then put their cars into a hill climbing race at Hemberg. In a
new segment entitled "Celebrity Face Off", Ricky Wilson and David Hasselhoff perform a timed
lap each to see who is the fastest between them. The third series discontinued the involvement
of celebrity guests, in order to provide more focus on films, and was the last series to involve
studio segments, car reviews and timed laps. In acknowledgement of this drop in the format, the
final episode's last scene featured a montage of studio scenes conducted by the presenters
over the course of the career - both from this program, as well as from their time hosting Top
Gear. As they head southwards for the remaining animals on their list, they find themselves
contending with mountains, higher altitudes and severe weather, before their search for the
final animal is found to be much easier than expected. The presenters pay tribute to the
mid-size Ford saloon , with Clarkson and May looking over the history of the Ford Cortina and
the generation of cars modeled on the original, while Hammond reviews the Ford Sierra RS
Cosworth at the Eboladrome, before joining his colleagues to bid farewell to the Ford Mondeo
with a car meet at Lincoln Cathedral. In their final scene, the group pay homage to their
involvement in studio based car shows over the last 17 years, since the reboot of Top Gear.
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version. Rabbit Dry Lake , California [5]. Jeremy Clarkson , Richard Hammond , and James May
launch their brand new programme by conducting a comparison review amongst a selection of
hybrid hypercars â€” Clarkson in the McLaren P1 , Hammond in the Porsche Spyder , and May
in the LaFerrari â€” putting them through their paces at Algarve International Circuit in Portugal
with a series of drag races and road tests, before seeing which is the fastest in timed laps.
Meanwhile, Clarkson takes a look at the BMW M2 while introducing the programme's own test
track nicknamed "The Eboladrome" and their test driver known only as " The American ".
Charlize Theron. Johannesburg , South Africa [8] [9]. Clarkson, Hammond and May find
themselves in Jordan undertaking a SAS -style military training exercise per their producer's
instructions, escorting a "VIP" to an important location while tackling a review of the Audi S8
Plus. Meanwhile, May takes part in the specialised South African motorsport of " Spinning " and
finds out how to compete in it, while Clarkson tests the Aston Martin Vulcan at the Eboladrome.
Whitby , United Kingdom [12] [9]. Note : The demolition of Clarkson's Oxfordshire home was
scripted for The Grand Tour , as it was scheduled to be demolished at the time of filming for this
episode. The presenters take on the challenge to make their own environmentally friendly car
bodies using the platform of a Land Rover Discovery , before tackling an mile road trip in Wales
to a dirt track to race against three normal cars. Golden Earring. Rotterdam , Netherlands [15].
The presenters travel to Morocco with the best affordable roadster they prefer â€” Hammond
favours the Mazda MX-5 , May favours the Zenos E10S , and Clarkson favours the Alfa Romeo
4C Spider â€” in order to find out which is the best, conducting tests that include a drag race,
weighing their cars, and performing a timed lap on a specially made circuit at Atlas Corporation
Studios in Ouarzazate. Meanwhile, Hammond and May make their own version of Battleships ,
using old cars as the "ships" and several G-Wizes as "missiles", as they see who has the
keenest strategy to win. LeMans rivalry between Ford and Ferrari. Hammond and Clarkson
compare the new right-hand-drive Ford Mustang GT to the new Ford Focus RS , driving the car
they prefer to see which is the best and the fastest around the Eboladrome. Meanwhile, May
looks over the historic Le Mans 24 Hour racing rivalry between Ford and Ferrari , which resulted
in the creation of the Ford GT40 and the Ferrari P3 , while the presenters take a look at a
selection of festive motoring-themed gift ideas. May bases his on the original s buggy design,
Clarkson opts for his to be fitted with a V8 engine , while Hammond upgrades his with rally
grade suspension and off-road tyres. In the first part, the trio journey towards the shipwreck of
Eduard Bohlen , cross the harsh terrain and sand dunes of the Namib Desert , and make for the
capital of Windhoek. In the second part of their beach buggy journey, the trio drive their
modified buggies towards the Namibia- Angola border. Starting out at Windhoek, the group
contend with rough roads and harsh off-road terrain, and traverse a crocodile infested river,
whereupon they soon come to the conclusion that their producer might have been right about
beach buggies, when they find themselves within sight of their goal. Honda NSX. Stuttgart ,
Germany [22] [23] [24]. Clarkson attempts to make a "proper" car by combining classic car
bodies with the chassis of a Land Rover Discovery , whereupon he tries out his creation by
taking his fellow presenters for a trip to Chelsea Football Club and later seeing how much it
fetches at a car auction in Kensington. Meanwhile, the presenters take a look at ingenious
charging methods, May heads for the Eboladrome to review the new Honda NSX , and
Hammond tries to make some post-apocalyptic creations that his colleagues soon destroy via
different methods. Coral" [25]. Saving coral reefs with car body shells in Barbados. Alfa Romeo
Giulia Quadrifoglio. Nashville, Tennessee [5]. The presenters attempt to take five car bodies to
the coral reefs off the coast near Barbados , where they soon face issues along the way that
force them to complete the job with one of the shells they possess. Meanwhile, Clarkson
conducts an extensive review of the new Alfa Romeo Giulia Quadrifoglio with a journey between
Wales and the Eboladrome. Fiat Abarth Spider. Loch Ness , United Kingdom. Each vehicles
undergoes a series of tests, before the trio embark on a road trip across Northern France ,
which culminates in a race to the Port of Le Havre. The presenters head for a road trip along the
Romantic Road , as part of their review into a selection of British 4x4s â€” May reviews the
Bentley Bentayga , Clarkson reviews the Range Rover , and Hammond revies the Jaguar F-Pace
â€” beginning in Germany , travelling across Bavaria , and finishing at a quarry in Austria where
they conduct timed laps to see which car is the fastest. Porsche Spyder vs. Dubai , United Arab
Emirates [29]. Meanwhile, May takes part in the sport of Off-road Winching , while Hammond
drag races the Porsche Spyder against the Bugatti Veyron and later a horsepower Nissan Patrol
, before travelling to Michelin 's proving grounds in France to learn how to drift, later competing
against professional drifters. The show concludes with outtakes of Clarkson and Hammond
demonstrating their skill in drifting cars. David Hasselhoff , Ricky Wilson. Note : Richard
Hammond was injured in the course of filming for this episode, after his car crashed upon
finishing the hill-climbing race. Footage of this and Hammond being airlifted to hospital was

released on YouTube. Kevin Pietersen , Brian Wilson [31]. Clarkson engages in a race with the
new Ford GT to see if it can beat May and a still-recovering Hammond using public transport,
from New York City to an observation tower overlooking the Niagara Falls. Hugh Bonneville ,
Casey Anderson. Clarkson recreates the lifestyle of a jet set driver in his review of the new
Bugatti Chiron , testing it out on a journey from Saint-Tropez to Turin via the Alps, complete
with a drag race during the trip, while May heads to Majorca to test out the Kia Stinger GT
before competing against longboard riders on a race along a mountain road. Elsewhere,
Hammond and May attempt to invent a new motorsport for bored officer workers at lunchtime,
the presenters take a look at festive motoring gifts, and Hugh Bonneville and Casey Anderson
compete against each other in "Celebrity Face Off". Michael Ball , Alfie Boe. Ripsaw EV2 ,
Volkswagen Up! Hammond travels to Dubai to review the Ripsaw EV2 with tests around the city
and the surrounding desert, while May heads to the Eboladrome to review the Volkswagen Up!
Meanwhile, Clarkson creates a Ken Block -styled film entitled "Farmkhana" complete with
outtakes and behind-the-scenes footage of the filming, [34] and Bill Bailey and Dominic Cooper
compete in "Celebrity Face Off". Luke Evans , Kiefer Sutherland. The presenters head to
Colorado to prove Jaguar 's reputation for reliability with three of its classic cars they have
purchased â€” Clarkson buys the XJR , May buys an XK8 convertible , and Hammond buys a
Mark X â€” and putting them through a series of challenges on a road trip from Grand Junction
to Telluride. Rally rivalry between Audi and Lancia , Refuelling on the move. Anthony Joshua ,
Bill Goldberg. Clarkson takes an in-depth look of the rivalry between Audi and Lancia in rallying
, with a comparison review of their most renowned cars in rally motorsport history â€” the Audi
Quattro and the Lancia Rally , while Hammond and May attempt to come up with new methods
for refuelling. Modernised classics vs. Ford GT. Stewart Copeland , Nick Mason. Record attempt
for fastest speed for a British amphibious vehicle. The presenters build two different
amphibious vehicle â€” one based on a Rolls-Royce Spey , and the other using a Bond Bug â€”
to see if they can break the UK speed record for vehicles of this class during the Coniston
Power Boat Records Week. Rory McIlroy , Paris Hilton. The presenters head to Mozambique on
a mission to bring fish from the capital of Maputo to the people of Bingo, using three vehicles
they modify for the task â€” May modifies a Mercedes-Benz Estate with a Perspex tank filled
with sea water, Clarkson modifies a Nissan Hardbody truck with an ice machine, and Hammond
modifies a TVS Star motorcycle with an attached rack. Along their mile journey, the group
endure the terrain and the breakdowns their vehicles face, before facing one more problem
when they arrive at their destination. The presenters head to Detroit with three American muscle
cars â€” Clarkson in the Ford Mustang RTR Spec 3 , May in the Hennessey Exorcist and
Hammond in the Dodge Challenger SRT Demon â€” putting their respective choice through a
drag race on a deserted street, conducting a noise test, and racing them around a specially
created track in Cadillac's old factory. The presenters undertake a road trip across Colombia ,
from Cartagena to Santander , to photograph a collection of wildlife in the wild requested for by
Amazon as their new screensaver. In the first part, the group begin their journey by focusing on
finding the first animal of their checklist, contending with narrow bridges and jungle terrain
along the way. As they head southwards for the remaining animals on their list, they find
themselves contending with mountains, higher altitudes and severe weather, before their
search for the final animal is found to be much easier than expected Notes : All photographs
taken in the two-part special were displayed as part of the credits for this episode. The
presenters head to Wales to conduct a comparison review of three European Pickups â€” May
is given the Mercedes-Benz X-Class , Hammond is given the Ford Ranger , and Clarkson is
given the Volkswagen Amarok â€” in which each presenter's vehicle is tested out with an
agriculture challenge and a series of third-world styled challenges. Alpine A , Lamborghini Urus.
Clarkson reviews the Lamborghini Urus in Arjeplog , Sweden , driving it up a ski slope before
racing on an ice track against a Porsche Turbo S driven by Eaton. Clarkson travels to
Chongqing , China , to review the Hongqi L5 , before Hammond and May join him to test out
three different second-hand western luxury cars they purchase â€” May buys a
Mercedesâ€”Benz S , Hammond buys a Cadillac STS , and Clarkson buys a BMW iL â€” putting
them through a series of tests regarding handling, luxury, durability and speed. The presenters
head to Nevada for a RV holiday, buying their own and modifying it for a journey across roads
and desert terrain, testing them in a series of challenging conditions before racing them in a
demolition derby. May heads to Florida to look back on the history and events leading up to the
Moon Landing Space Mission as he tests out the cars driven by each of the Apollo astronauts.
On a journey from the shorelines of the Black Sea to the Caspian Sea , the group take in the
scenery of their route while putting their cars through a series of challenges to determine which
one is best. Birthday tribute to the Porsche , Speeding up air travel. Meanwhile, two modernised
classic Lancias â€” the Delta Futurista and the Stratos MAT â€” are reviewed by Clarkson at the

Eboladrome, before he and Hammond build their own motorised suitcases to speed up air travel
and test them at London Stansted Airport. Building and driving a car across Mongolia to
civilisation: Self-constructed vehicle named "John". Along with the challenge of making their
creation, the group also face the difficulty of terrain that ranges from deserts, mountains, bogs
and rivers, limited food, and harsh weather conditions. Ford Sierra RS Cosworth. Notes: The
episode closes on a montage of memorable moments the presenters were involved in, taken
from both Top Gear and The Grand Tour. They are challenged to modify their cars and travel
across Madagascar in search of Pirate Treasure that once belonged to pirate La Buse. The
programme was conceived in the wake of the departure of Clarkson, Hammond, May and
Wilman from the BBC series Top Gear , and originally contracted with 36 episodes over three
years. When the programme was launched, it followed a similar format to that of Top Gear
between and , including car reviews and timed laps, motoring challenges and races, studio
segments, and celebrity guests, with the team using a studio within a large tent during this time;
in its first series, the tent was located at different locations across the globe, before taking a
fixed site within the Cotswolds. Episodes were released weekly to Amazon Prime Video
accounts, and repeats of the first series were made available on traditional broadcasters in late
The Grand Tour is released to viewers across more than countries and territories, [9] attracting
favourable viewing figures since its premiere episode, [10] and receiving positive reviews from
critics. Throughout the first three series of the programme, the format was focused on a similar
arrangement to that of Top Gear , involving a mixture of pre-record television films - a mixture of
single or multi-part films - and live-audience studio segments, though for legal reasons it was
designed with significant differences to avoid clashing with the BBC 's motoring series. Films
focused primarily on car review, motoring challenges, and road trip journeys, often based
around those of Top Gear , such as a challenge in which the presenters have to purchase a
class of vehicle and see which is the best through a series of tests given through text messages
from the show's producer. Alongside these episodes, the programme's format between to also
included special episodes based around the specials of Top Gear , focused on the presenters
travelling on journeys in a specific type of vehicle or class within a foreign locale. Like Top Gear
, car reviews on The Grand Tour functioned in a similar manner in which the presenters, either
on their own or with their colleagues, take a look at various cars and test them out on various
aspects such as performance, handling, and quality. Reviews are conducted in varying locales
abroad, or within the United Kingdom, including a specially designed racetrack, parallel to the
Top Gear Test Track, called the "Eboladrome". The track is not only used for reviews, but also
for conducting timed laps of vehicles that are reviewed, except for ten cars which were timed
outside of filming before the launch of the first series. Timed laps are conducted by a
professional driver assigned to the programme - while the first series involved former NASCAR
driver Mike Skinner , who was contracted to operate under the name "The American" and
portray a stereotypical redneck accent and viewpoints alongside scripted character traits, [21]
[22] the poor reception to his involvement led to him being replaced by British racing driver
Abbie Eaton for the second and third series. Studio segments were primarily filmed within a
large studio tent that could house an audience of around , [30] with the presenters sat around a
trestle table and the audience seated in front of them. Celebrities were not initially part of the
programme to begin with, due to concerns over legal issues that the BBC could raise if it
competed against the celebrity format used in Top Gear. As such, the programme created a
humorous segment for the first series entitled "Celebrity Brain Crash", which involved
celebrities being "killed" in an accident while making their way to the presenter's tent - the
segment was done for comedic effect, and either involved an actual celebrity who was filmed
briefly for the segment before their death is staged outside the tent's location or with a
look-alike, or involving someone representing them, despite not being clearly identifiable. This
segment was later dropped in response to complaints made by viewers, [23] [32] leading to the
decision that celebrities would be a part of the programme for the second series in a new
segment entitled "Celebrity Face Off". Much like Top Gear's "Star in a Reasonably Priced Car",
the segment involved two celebrities, who shared similar backgrounds or connections to
certain elements e. The timed laps for this segment not only involved a different track, but also
used a Jaguar F-Type R-Dynamic coupe to create the lap time. When the programme was first
conceived and created, the production team opted for the creation of a dedicated test track for
the purpose of being used for reviews of testing of vehicles by presenters, alongside the
establishment of lap times by cars that are reviewed. The track was eventually sited at the
former RAF Wroughton airbase, with its layout consisting of two loops - one large and one
small - connected by a single stretch of tarmac between them and christened as the
"Eboladrome", due to the design of the track resembling the structure of the Ebola virus. The
track was dropped from use from the programme after the third series. For the second series,

the production team decided to create a second track for the specific purpose of being used in
the newly created celebrity segment "Celebrity Face Off". They eventually decided to situate the
new track at Enstone Airfield , close to the fixed studio tent location - a site originally planned
for use with Top Gear. The track was dropped from use in the second series, although was
briefly involved in a motoring challenge during the third series. With this, Amazon and the team
have retired the current studio and audience format, including talk segments like Conversation
Street, track and lap time content on The Eboladrome and other smaller features, in favour of
films dedicated to road trips and adventure specials. Clarkson, Hammond and May had been
presenters on BBC 's Top Gear , both as part of the rotating hosts of the original , and
permanent hosts for the rebooted series up through Under them, the show had an estimated
worldwide audience of million, and listed by Guinness World Records as the highest-viewed
factual television programme. Both May and Hammond affirmed they would not return to Top
Gear without Clarkson, even though the BBC offered them lucrative salaries to remain on for
additional series. Shortly after his separation from the BBC, Clarkson stated his intent to start a
new car show, saying "I have lost my baby but I shall create another. I don't know who the other
parent will be or what the baby will be like. In July , Clarkson announced he had signed a deal
with Amazon to develop a new car show that followed a similar format as Top Gear , with both
Hammond and May joining him as co-hosts, and Wilman producing. Wilman stated that Amazon
promised them to have the freedom they wanted to make the show how they wanted along with
the necessary budget. Additionally, by using a subscription-based service over an advert-based
network, they would not be beholden to commercial pressure for their advertisers. The show's
name, The Grand Tour , was revealed in May Clarkson said the name brought to mind the
tradition of Grand Tours , and reflected how the show would travel to several different countries
to film. Initially, the show's format was to present individual television films , using location
shooting without studio segments. They would be able to use local audience members, and
would give the hosts the opportunity to explore the local culture around cars. On 13 December ,
while shooting the final episode for Series 3, it was announced that the show had been renewed
for a fourth series. Wilman said that lawyers for Amazon were very mindful of any perceived
similarities in segments to Top Gear , requiring changes to the format and regular segments.
For example, the lawyers said they could test cars on a test track, but they could not post the
times using hand-written signs as they had done on Top Gear ; instead, they used a digital
leaderboard. Many outlets falsely reported that the BBC had explicitly told the crew they could
not have celebrities come on the show and race around a track. This was later confirmed to be
false, with the crew admitting that the real reason for the nature of the segment was a
last-minute panic. An episode was censored by Amazon Prime Video in India because it
included footage that could have been construed as offensive by the Indian audience. The
footage showed a windscreen that was made of a cow's body organs and removal of the
footage resulted in a significant reduction in the length of an episode. During the first series, the
studio segments were filmed in various locations around the world. Studio recording for the
first series began in Johannesburg , South Africa on 17 July Further studio recording took place
in Rotterdam on 22 October and Lapland on 3 November For the second series, following
Clarkson's pneumonia and Hammond's car crash, the producers decided that there would no
longer be a travelling tent. It also would be useful for new features such as Celebrity Face Off.
Filming for the fourth series began in June Clarkson made the announcement on Instagram.
There were plans to film in north Russia in March , but those were delayed for at least a year
due to the pandemic. In mid DHL began sponsoring the transport costs of the tent and mobile
studio. It feels uncomfortably hubristic" but once the presenters were in the tent "Normal
service has been resumed" and that "It seemed to me that Grand Tour is a TV show that wants
to be â€” and quite possibly should be â€” a movie". Episode 2 was somewhat less favourably
received by fans and critics. The Telegraph wrote about the Jordan segment: "[ Kevin Yeoman
of Screen Rant gave the show a positive review, stating "Fans can rest assured Top Gear hasn't
gone anywhere, it's just hiding out at Amazon under a different name. Clarkson, Hammond, and
May's love for machinery According to Anderson, Top Gear had "become even better", whereas
The Grand Tour "seemed more scripted, less natural and at stages, forced Anderson continues
that in-studio segments became repetitive quickly, particularly "Celebrity Brain Crash", also
noting that all three hosts seem to spend far too much time needling each other, and test driver
Mike Skinner offers no worthwhile commentary. Digital Spy was positive of series 2, episode 1,
calling it "An understated premiere for a show that feels like it's finding its feet. Clarkson's
suggestion of a new nickname for May â€” "Dingleberry Handpump" â€” failed to raise a titter
even among the super-fans gathered for the London premiere" but also said that "for each
wobble, there are just as many moments when The Grand Tour manages the clever trick Top
Gear could pull off at its best: raising a chuckle while sneaking in a bit of serious journalism at

the same time. Richard Hammond was criticised by Stonewall , Peter Tatchell , and Olly
Alexander , among others, for a comment he made in the sixth episode of the first series where
he implied that men who eat ice-cream are homosexual. Radio Times has criticised the gender
balance of guests on the "Celebrity Face Off" segment. There was also criticism of the
programme from January by former Pop Idol contestant singer Will Young , for what he
perceived as homophobic remarks. Australian free-to-air network Seven Network started
broadcasting the first series of The Grand Tour in mid-October Series 2 and 3 have not been
broadcast. At the start of high-speed Eurostar train services between Paris or Brussels and
London began to feature The Grand Tour as part of the available on board entertainment
package. The game includes single player mode alongside local split-screen multiplayer for
several of the challenges, with footage from the programme included in each episode's release.
The presenters Clarkson, May, and Hammond provided voice-overs for the game. Since the
game's release, The Grand Tour Game has been met with mixed reviews from critics and
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Multi-camera setup [4]. McLaren Senna. Nissan GT-R. Honda Civic Type R. NIO EP9. Porsche
C2S. Ford Focus RS. Aston Martin Vulcan. Alpina B5. Lexus GS-F damp. MAT Stratos. Ford
Mustang GT. Ford GT. Tesla Model X. McLaren S. Porsche Boxster S. Ford Sierra Cosworth RS
Alpine A Lamborghini Countach wet. BMW M5. Ford Fiesta ST Audi R8 V10 Plus. BMW M3.
Bugatti EB Super Sport wet. Jaguar XE Project 8. Honda NSX wet. Fiat Abarth Spider wet. Aston

Martin V8 Vantage. BMW M2. Jaguar XJ wet. Delta Futurista. Ferrari Testarossa wet. Porsche
GT3 RS. Alfa Romeo Giulia Quadrifoglio wet. Volkswagen Up! GTI wet. Ricky Wilson. David
Hasselhoff. Kevin Pietersen. Brian Wilson. Hugh Bonneville [25]. Casey Anderson. Michael Ball
[25]. Alfie Boe [25]. Dominic Cooper [25]. Bill Bailey [25]. Luke Evans [25]. Kiefer Sutherland
[25]. Bill Goldberg [26]. Anthony Joshua [26]. Nick Mason [27]. Stewart Copeland [27]. Dynamo
[25]. Rory McIlroy [25] [29]. Paris Hilton [29]. Nico DeMattia. Well, today they launched the very
fist episode on Amazon Prime TV, where the show can be seen every week. In the first episode,
Clarkson introduces their new test track, while poking fun at the Top Gear test track just a bit.
We already knew Clarkson was a fan of the M2 , but that is a massively bold statement and one I
doubt many will agree with. While we have no doubt that the M2 is the best M car currently on
sale, and probably the best since the 1 Series M, calling it the best M car ever made is quite a
statement considering the monumental cars that came before it. However, Clarkson has driven
all of them and has been doing this for a long time. He also likes making outlandish statements
to piss people off and make journalists, like the idiot trying this right now, say things on the
internet about how outlandish he is. So who knows, really. Being that the show is hosted by
Amazon, which is an American company, they felt they should get an American driver. After
they taught him to make right-hand turns, of course. Despite being a communist car, he finishes
the lap and they put its time up on a board with other benchmark cars they tested. Your email
address will not be published. This site uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment
data is processed. G80 M3. Continue Reading Below. Facebook Twitter Email. You may also
like. More from BMW M2. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be published.
Videos See all. F82 M4 vs. E92 M3 V8 21 February How to unlock and start your BMW with a
dead key fob 8 February About Advertise Contact. We were treated with laughs, tears, fights but
mostly with amazing reviews of some great cars. To start off, I want to touch up on some key
points and shine a spotlight on the M2 that Jeremy absolutely loved. So of all the cars that
could have been chosen, why this one? Clarkson has an answer for you. So what makes this M2
the best? Or is it all of the above? At first glance, you may have noticed the wider stance with
the puffed out wheel arches and the gorgeous M body kit making this new M stand out from the
other 2 series. To fit these massive wheels BMW had to stretch and puff out the wheel arches,
remind you of old school M logic? Ah, now to the heart of the beast. Add to that, the Overboost
which pushes performance a bit more by providing an additional 27 lb-ft. Add all this together
and the M-specific twin-tailpipe exhaust system and you have music that would put a smile on
even the grumpiest face out there. When all is said and done BMW sure did an amazing job at
really taking us back to the true glory days of the M series. Below we have a special treat for
you. A video of the interior, exterior, sights and sounds of the M2. Search Search for: Search.
Credits: EverydayDriver. As one of the least expensive ways to join the BMW owners club, the
2-series Gran Coupe seeks to deliver a luxury-car experience, and it mostly succeeds. A
turbocharged four-cylinder engine is found under the hood, but it's available in two states of
tune: with horsepower in the i and with horses in the Mi. The latter delivers blistering
acceleration, but the former is no slouch. The 2-series Gran Coupe's ride is refined, but its
handling isn't as sharp as we'd expect from a car with the BMW badge. Unlike the
rear-drive-based 2-series coupe and convertible , the four-door 2-series Gran Coupe comes off a
front-drive platform borrowed from BMW's sister brand, Mini , and it can't seem to hide that fact.
The once optional Plus, the new Driver Assistance package provides adaptive cruise control
and an automatic parking feature. Driving enthusiasts will likely yearn for the hotter Mi model,
but for the majority of drivers, the base i Gran Coupe will surely satisfy. We'd skip most options,
but adding the Convenience packageâ€”keyless entry, driver's-side lumbar support, and a
panoramic sunroofâ€”seems like a no-brainer. Both 2-series Gran Coupe models come with a
turbocharged 2. The one in the i makes horsepower, whereas the Mi's produces horses.
All-wheel drive and an eight-speed automatic transmission are standard across the line. Around
town, the i feels sprightly and eager, and at the test track, it delivered a brisk 5. But a short test
drive in the Mi will push that car from your mind. The Mi makes the entry-level model feel tame,
and in our hands, it blasted to 60 mph in just 4. The EPA rates the i xDrive Gran Coupe for 23
mpg city, 33 mpg highway, and 27 mpg combined, and on our mile highway fuel-economy loop,
it posted an impressive 37 mpg. The more powerful Mi model earns nearly the same ratings as
the i: 23 mpg city, 32 mpg highway, and 26 mpg combined. What's more, in our testing, it
delivered 37 mpg, too. It's a simple driver-focused design featuring ambient interior lighting that
illuminates the dashboard and door panels. BMW claims that rear-seat legroom is nearly the
same as the larger 3-series sedan's, but overall the cabin feels snug for both front- and
rear-seat passengers. The 2-series Gran Coupe's small cargo area is good enough for grocery
runs and weekend road trips, and the back row folds down to accommodate bulkier cargo. We
fit five carry-on suitcases back there with the seats up and 14 with them down. The driver faces

a The latter is angled slightly toward the driver for ease of use. BMW's Active Driving Assistant,
which includes a suite of driver-assistance features to help reduce the likelihood of an accident,
comes standard. Key safety features include:. BMW offers a warranty package that matches
what its European rivals provide, and then it sweetens the deal with three full years of
complimentary scheduled maintenance. Audi offers just one year of included service visits, and
Mercedes-Benz , none. More Features and Specs. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to
search. View Photos. By Drew Dorian. Michael Simari Car and Driver. The Car and Driver
Difference. Expand Collapse. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From BMW. Close
Menu. A show about adventure, excitement and friendship Sometimes it's even a show about
cars. Follow them on their global adventure. Watch with Prime Start your day free trial. By
ordering or viewing, you agree to our Terms. Sold by Amazon. Share Share. Edit Edit. Lightbulb
Lightbulb. Episodes Related Details. Episodes 13 Sort by Episode number Newest episodes
Available to watch. The Holy Trinity. Subtitles Subtitles. Audio languages Audio languages. This
episode contains product placement. Jeremy Clarkson, Richard Hammond and James May start
their brand new car show with hundreds of cars, thousands of people, a fire spitting metal
scorpion and a squadron of jets in the California desert, plus three amazing hybrid hypercars
and a brilliant BMW. Watch with Prime. Operation Desert Stumble. Jeremy Clarkson, Richard
Hammond and James May pitch their travelling tent in Johannesburg, South Africa from where
they introduce their unusual attempts to become special forces soldiers and a test of the Aston
Martin Vulcan. Also in this show, James is forced to try something called spinning. Opera, Art
and Donuts. Also in this show, Jeremy faces the consequences of a foolish bet and Simon Pegg
is the star guest. Comedian Jimmy Carr is the celebrity guest. Morroccan Roll. Also in this
show, Hammond and May play a traditional board game using cars and Dutch band Golden
Earring are the guest stars. Happy Finnish Christmas. In the first of two special shows, Jeremy
Clarkson, Richard Hammond and James May are challenged to complete an epic journey across
Namibia in three beach buggies, each built to their personal spec. What starts off as a simple
determination to win an argument with their boss turns into an amazing adventure across some
of the most incredible desert scenery Africa has to offer. In the second show of a two-part
special, Jeremy Clarkson, Richard Hammond and James May are battling across Namibia in a
quest to prove that beach buggies are brilliant. Having survived the challenges of the desert, the
trio must now brace themselves for even greater hardship involving rough roads, camping,
rhino conservation and a rather unusual river crossing. Berks To The Future. The Grand Tour
tent pitches up in Stuttgart, Germany from where James May introduces a test of the highly
advanced Honda NSX, Jeremy Clarkson tries to invent a new sort of SUV, Richard Hammond
creates a machine to protect him from a future apocalypse, and the three hosts attempt to
generate electricity from everyday activities. Dumb Fight at the O. Italian Lessons. From the
shores of Loch Ness in Scotland, Jeremy Clarkson, Richard Hammond and James May attempt
to buy used Maseratis for a bargain price and then use them to tour the drizzle flecked
landscapes of the North of France. Past v Future. Bonus 2 Bonus: Official Teaser. Get a taste of
what to expect from The Grand Tour. What could possibly go wrong? More purchase options.
Watch the official trailer and get ready for their global adventure. Customers who watched this
item also watched. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon
Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated?
Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the
item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Top reviews Most recent
Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right
now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. The boys are back so is it any good. PROS :
Video quality is amazing, cars amazing, set amazing, and of course the guys are better than
ever. You can tell amazon didn't try to force them to be something there not its still the guys
being there funny entertaining self's. CONS : You will have to hold back tears during the intro
and hope no one notices you choking up over a car show. It's just that good, thanks amazon
and everyone involved in this show for keeping the guys on a roll. And on that bomb shell click
play. This is hosted by the same guys, and it's basically the same show on every level that
really matters: It's a show about cars, mixed with British comedy, and hosted by 3 bumbling
idiots. Then Amazon paid them to make this show, and they brought all the magic and
chemistry with them leaving behind a hollow, empty husk on the BBC. There's a lot of stuff they
legally can't do, but everything that's really important is here. Even some of the producers and
crew came with them, and The Grand Tour feels and looks very much like the old show. But it's
better. They guys admitted that they were kind of glad they left Top Gear, because it was
starting to get stale. This feels fresh and new: they have a bigger budget, they have fewer
restrictions, and they can try new things and take risks again. As I'm writing this there's only 1
episode available, so I'll have to wait and see how everything pans out. So far they raced the

McLaren P1, Porsche , and the Ferrari LaFerrari, they introduced their new track and new racing
driver although he feels somewhat temporary , and they have a kind of a 'news' segment. They
didn't have any guests on to talk or drive cars though, so we'll see if that changes. If you liked
Top Gear, you'll like this. If you hated Top Gear, you're either a communist or jihadi and
shouldn't be watching our western capitalist shows anyway. I will openly admit the only reason I
have purchased Amazon prime is to watch GT. Who would think a car show would make me
cheer, laugh and cry. Who would guess my girl enjoys watching this show too. The intro made
me choke a little. Pros: I love watching these three boys do what they do best; drive, criticize,
promote, whine, create, cause a little mayhem, include one educational fact per season and
endure all the humorous torture brought on by the producers. Jeremy, James and Richard have
lots of fun, play pranks on each other when it's smooth sailing and play as a team when times
are real tough. I am thoroughly entertained by these three and can never get enough. I truly love
the the specials, and my heart aches for them in the hard times and cheers for them as they
near the finish line and sometimes I hate the producers too. Those are always fun and less stale
than the episodes that are only car test drives because lets face it, all cars today lack character,
style and uniqueness. New cars are really, what is the few features car A has that car B doesn't
and is it worth the extra cash and will it fall apart today or tomorrow since they are all plastic?
Not sure this is a real con, every episode if full of something fun in addition to some test drives.
Put all three suckers in some SUV's and challenge them until one or more get stuck or break.
What can take a beating and what does it take to beat it. Maybe a off road track, road track for
road cars, off road track for off road cars. This time no halving it I have seen some pretty poor
attempts in the past Ambulance- its about the ability to get through traffic not the speed of the
vehicle. Thought the clever one, James May, would have caught that. I have been waiting for
this since I heard about it and now the boys are back! The opening was spectacular and I felt a
rush of emotions come over me as James and Richard moved along side Jeremy. From there
the show was good, but never as great as the opening. I expected some explanation and realize
that they need to explain things so we know what to expect, so I'm not disappointed. The
schtick where they teach Americans how to speak English was great. The driving good as
always. The celebrity segment was a bit labored, but still funny. The one drawback was "The
American" racing driver. I would've rather them keep the guy who tested the hypercars and let
the boys take over the subtitles to whatever they wanted. One thing they could add, instead of a
star segment why not do a yocal in a supercar? I'll gladly submit to be the first one to run a
Porsche, Pagani, McLauren, etc. All in all, can't wait for next Friday! Repp on November 19,
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dealership for the purpose of improving your car buying experience. To find a BMW Center, try
a new search or visit one of the locations by expanding the list results below. The optional
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The 2 Gran Coupe Overview. Build Your Own. Shop Inventory. Test Drive. Models Design
Performance Technology. Impulsive performance, audacious coupe style, and four-door
substance make this the class-defining Gran Coupe. BMW M. Mi xDrive. Step out, stand out, do
things your way. Progressive coupe exterior. The low, fast roofline and slim LED taillights
highlight the sporty body, while the clean design of four frameless doors puts a modern spin on
classic coupe style. Bold style up front. The mesh design of the double kidney grille
accentuates the familiar BMW shark nose to create a highly distinctive profile. Interior
highlights. BMW's first-ever illuminated trim uses an array of colors to showcase the luxurious

layout of the driver-oriented cockpit and the premium, sporty interior design of the 2 Series
Gran Coupe. Customize Your 2. It's about more than style. The 2 Gran Coupe is ready to rumble
with exhilarating dynamics and performance engineering. Sporty reflexes. Match your Gran
Coupe's responsiveness to your every mood with adjustable drive modes and the ease and
efficiency of the available 8-speed Sport automatic transmission. Horsepower meets chassis
control. The 2. Advanced handling systems. BMW's Performance Control and ARB
slip-controller technology work together with the available intelligent all-wheel drive system to
optimally distribute power for significantly improved traction, exce
saab repair manuals
wiring diagrams for subwoofers
marinco 24v receptacle wiring diagram
ptional handling, and improved agility on corners and curves. View More Offers. Search
Inventory. No Offers Available. Please check the following configuration and update
accordingly. The 2 Gran Coupe is the perfect connection to everything that matters â€” your life,
your world, your potential. The nexus of connectivity. Convenience with no limits. Proactive
protection. Retrace your steps. When activated, available Back-up Assistant records up to feet
of your most recent steering inputs and retraces them in reverse, so you can exit difficult
situations and easily maneuver out of confined areas. Line-of-sight information. The available
full-color Head-up Display projects vital driving information like speed limit info, navigation
guidance, and more directly onto the windshield. Extra space. Expressive presence. Start
shopping for yours today, or contact your local BMW Center to experience one in person. Start
Shopping. Contact Dealer. Explore more 2 Series styles. M2 Competition Coupe.

